Announcing IUE Coffee Mugs

The IUE observatory staff has arranged for Calvert Associates of Baltimore to produce a limited number of IUE coffee mugs. These 10-ounce mugs are 3½" tall, 3" in diameter and are made of English Ironstone. The IUE satellite and the NASA, ESA and SERC logos are depicted in white on a solid, cobalt blue background. The cost per mug is $2.75 and will be available at the IUE observatory in May.

We recommend that observers purchase their mugs while they are visiting the observatory. We would prefer not to ship the mugs, however, exceptions (for mailing within the continental US only) may be made upon request. Orders requiring shipping should include $1.25 for mailing cartons plus an estimated amount to cover postage and handling. One mug and carton weigh about 1 pound. Orders should include a check for the above amount (made payable to Ruth E. Bradley), an address for shipping, and a statement describing how the mugs should be mailed (i.e., 1st class, UPS, ...). Send orders to

Ruth E. Bradley  
Code 685.9  
Goddard Space Flight Center  
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771